Objective: In this review we comment on the media, in particular advertisements and the internet, using religious and moralistic motifs in connection with eating and their possible role in promoting modern-day 'nutritional' consumerism and fundamentalism (diet, discipline and discipleship). Method: We have reviewed historically the concept of holy anorexia and have analyzed the pictorial and language content of some representative advertisements. Results: Words used include 'temptation', 'decadent', 'heaven' and 'purity' and suggest a connection with eating and moral values. They also imply eating as either heaven or sin, to be yielded to in both circumstances. Conclusions: Such messages identifying eating with guilt or reward could precipitate 'atypical' eating disorders in vulnerable subjects, invoking the historical associations with extreme religiosity and anorexia. It is not clear how these 'fundamentalist' trends developed but health educators should be aware of them in dealing with at-risk subjects for eating disorders.
Introduction
Today more than half of adult women in America (55%) have a body mass index (BMI) higher than 25 and are considered overweight. On the other hand, dieting, and its extreme forms -anorexia and bulimia -are also on the rise in the developed world (Russell & Treasure, 1989) . Anorexia is one of the most serious health problems facing adolescent girls today; it is a common and well-recognized eating disorder in adolescent circles.
It has been estimated that the prevalence of anorexia is as high as 2 -5% in adolescents and that more that 90% of cases are girls or women. Patients have less that a 50% chance of recovery within 10 y and a 6.6 -15% risk of dying 10 -20 y after the onset of the disorder (Bergh & Sodersten, 1998) . Anorexia often begins in early adolescence with normal (?) teenage dieting. However, rather than stopping the diet once weight is lost, the young women (who are often considered by family and friends to be perfectionists) continue. Life for anorexic women becomes a devastating obsession with eating and weight.
According to Garner et al (1997) , the causes of eating disorders are multifactorial: biological, family and cultural factors contribute to their development in different ways for different individuals. While the classic view of eating disorders recognizes multidimensional etiological roots, it has failed to sufficiently define the various pathogenic qualities inherent in our culture. For example, there are pressing cultural norms for women in Western society to consume; to be thin=beautiful; to be disciplined; to be good.
Seemingly different theories of etiology are not mutually exclusive; in fact, the development of a multi-dimensional etiological theory (eg utilizing the biopsychosocial model) and therapy for anorexia is necessary. Interestingly, each of the major approaches to the understanding and treatment of anorexia nervosa (psychodynamic, cognitive behavioral, family systems model, and feminist theory) does unite in implicating cultural factors in the psychogenesis and maintenance of anorexia nervosa.
Culture-bound syndromes Prince (1985) defines a culture-bound syndrome as a group of signs and symptoms of a disease that is restricted to certain cultures primarily by reason of distinctive psychosocial features of those cultures. Others have provided a broad-sweeping framework for culture-bound syndromes, arguing that a definition of culture-bound syndromes subsumes all diseases in all cultures to varying degrees (Ritenbaugh, 1982) . The concept of culture-bound syndromes had arisen initially from trans-cultural psychological study of 'exotic' psychiatric disturbances such as the well-known 'amok' syndrome of Malaya. More recently an introspective view of culture-bound syndromes has arisen from Western self-reflection, a turning of the 'anthropological eye' upon ourselves as in Kleinman's 'new cross-cultural psychiatry' (1977) .
Kleinman states that all illnesses are socially constructed realities; that the 'social course' of suffering through illness is not 'natural' but has a 'social history, a moral career' (Kleinman, 1995, p 15) . According to Kleinman, syndromes do not occur universally in the population and can only be understood in terms of the context of cultural meaning. In the West, certain social and cultural systems have historically promoted women to control their appetites for various reasons. Anorexia nervosa is nearly non-existent in nonWesternized countries and has been characterized as the culture-bound syndrome of the West. It is logical then to look for answers regarding the etiology and treatment of 'culture-bound syndromes', such as eating disorders, within the norms and meanings attributed to the illness in the given culture. Vandereycken and van Deth (1996) point out that 'typical' Western culture-bound syndromes occur predominantly in women. They continue to say: 'This cannot be explained merely by biological arguments, since males are also liable to fall prey to these disorders. Traditional medicine does not offer an adequate explanation for the paradox of self-starvation amidst abundance. Consequently the concept of 'mental disorder' as an individual phenomenon needs serious reconsideration. (p 5)' Although culture is clearly implicated in modern anorexia nervosa, there is little agreement about which cultural values and norms are involved (Banks, 1992) . One cultural explanation, 'the unrelenting pursuit of thinness', has been shown to function as such a symbol system both in the larger culture and in anorexic constructions of their disorder. Feminist theory has offered an alternative model: that anorexia is a consequence of a misogynistic society. This argument has cited role conflicts that arise for adolescent females in a patriarchal society around the change from child to adult, as well as between the traditional female role and that of the 'liberated woman'. Cultural critiques have also been made of the values of late capitalism. Yet another etiological belief, held by certain anorexic women from medieval through the Victorian and into the modern period, is that 'anorexia' (or as they would have it, 'fasting') is a route to salvation.
In this review we focus on the media, in particular advertisements and the internet in using religious and moralistic motifs in connection with eating and their possible role in promoting a modern day holy anorexia.
The Catholic Church, asceticism and the emergence of 'holy anorexia' 'I say to you that many times, when I did what I could, then I look into myself to understand my infirmity and [the goodness of] God who by a most singular mercy allowed me to correct the vice of gluttony. It saddens me greatly that I did not correct this weakness [myself] for love.' 'St Catherine Benincasa in 1373 to a Religious in Florence (Bell, 1985, p 23 )' Those of the Christian faith believe in a dualism between the soul and the body that parallels other religious dichotomies such as: God and Satan, good and evil, light and dark, righteous and sinful, pure and corrupt. This dualism functioned as a device for the medieval church to maintain social control over human behavior and concurrently led Western philosophical=theological traditions to renounce the body in order to become closer to the soul. The concept of original sin and the unworthiness of the human race (and especially women) in the eyes of God, increased the appeal of selfrenunciation. Self-starvation is one such form of self-renunciation, which manifested from dualistic ideals of the early church and grew into a prominent form of asceticism in the early to late medieval periods, particularly for women.
From the 12th to the 17th centuries, the number of female saints increased dramatically. Against the background of the medieval and Renaissance-era hagiographies, Rudolph Bell throws light on 'holy anorexia' as a culture-bound syndrome of medieval Italy. The Catholic Church recognizes 261 holy women as saints, blesseds, venerables or servants of God (Bell, 1985, p 215ff) . Many of these women lived extremely ascetic lives contrary to the desires of the male clergy and to the religious awe and reverence of the communities in which they resided. Asceticism was a means for women to attain perfection spiritually through complete self-discipline, which resulted in independence from physical needs. Renunciation of the body symbolized the life-aim of ascetics in the Church, the Imitatio Christi: suffering like the Christ (Vandereycken & van Deth, 1996, p 24) . Bell presents an underlying theme in his analysis: that all cases of holy anorexia represent the struggle by women for autonomy in a patriarchal culture.
One such saint, Catherine of Siena, led a life of extraordinary asceticism. Catherine abused herself from a young age by wearing a hair shirt and chains, and through selfflagellation. However, the most prominent feature of her asceticism was her self-starvation. Catherine took a vow of virginity in her youth, began her fasting at home, and later moved to a monastery where she became a nun. Catherine regarded her inability to eat both as a punishment from God for her sins, and the means for their expiation. Although her body was emaciated, Catherine frequently displayed the hyperactivity that is commonly displayed by anorexics.
Holy anorexics were never far from persecution in the late medieval period. They were suspected of possession by demons or consorting with the devil and had to utilize all their charisma and even personal connections in order to deflate the growing skepticism of their contemporaries. One 'validity test' for the holiness of a given case of anorexia regarded the consumption of the consecrated Host: if the women refused to eat or expelled the host, her anorexia was deemed a result of an unholy union. More worldly factors in the disapproval of the clergy may lie in the fact that holy anorexics claimed a personal relationship with God, undermining the position of the Church as a necessary intermediary.
After the late medieval period, the number of pious fasting saints dwindled, possibly due to increased accusations of possession and changing views of female piety (eg the move toward charity, teaching and care of the needy; Vandereycken & van Deth, 1996, p 31) . In the twentieth century, there have been several cases of monastic holy anorexia, but they appear to be anachronistic and largely disconnected from modern anorexia nervosa. Contemporary anorexia nervosa must be placed in the cultural context of the day. Two cultural trends of the past 100 y that pertain to anorexia nervosa will be discussed briefly in the next section: consumerism and fundamentalism.
Two trends in American culture: consumerism and fundamentalism

Consumerism as the new Western ethos
'Man is dominated by the making of money, by acquisition as the ultimate purpose of his life. Economic acquisition is no longer subordinated to man as the means for the satisfaction of his material needs. This reversal of what we should call the natural relationship, so irrational from a naive point of view, is evidently as definitely a leading principle of capitalism as it is foreign to all peoples not under a capitalist influence.' 'Max Weber, 1904' '(The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism Weber, 1992, p 53)' Max Weber's book argues that capitalism developed as a result of Calvinist ideals. The doctrine of predestination (which teaches that God has predetermined the fate of every man to salvation or eternal damnation) caused Calvinists to seek solace in worldly success. While it is clearly stated in the Bible that man shall come to salvation 'not through works but by faith', it was felt that God would grant worldly success upon 'the elect'. As the ascetic Calvinists could not enjoy the fruits of their labor at the risk of eternal damnation, they reinvested their profits. The capitalist paradigm came to be seen as the moral highroad and labor as an ascetic device ordained by God. Morality moved out of the monasteries and into the world of business.
Kleinman discusses the 'mediation of distress and disease based in the placement of local worlds as intermediary between the pressure of political movements and other large-scale forces of social change on the other ' (1995, p 12) . We believe that a critical examination of the role of consumerism and advertising (a decidedly large-scale force of social change) within the social structures of contemporary capitalist society is necessary to understand many of the social ills of today.
In the past 100 y, consumption has come to be taken for granted as a morally correct ethos. Hence, rather than producing a true critique of consumption, the dominant view is that if a problem of consumption exists, it is in the fact that not everyone can consume adequately. This argument maintains a focus on growth without limits and undermines the relationship between the societal context of consumption and its role in the shaping of society itself. In much of the West, the ways and means of identifying with larger society and achieving a sense of social and moral standing come from what we consume and normative assumptions of what should be consumed. In the last 50 y the expectations regarding consumption have grown; 'keeping up with the Jones's' has largely been replaced with keeping up with the televised lifestyles of the rich.
The emergence of Christian fundamentalism
The religious fundamentalist movement is not dead in America. Fundamentalism is a religious movement based on a literal interpretation of the Bible that is specific to Protestant culture in the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The rise of fundamentalism in America's largest Protestant denominations and the subsequent impact of that rise on the position of women are of particular concern to many feminists in America today. Like any large mass movement or subculture, the presence of fundamentalism is, with increasing force, gradually intruding on the everyday life of almost everyone. Fundamentalism as a prominent cultural presence is particularly resonant at a time when Republican candidates swear allegiance to the morality of the religious right, reproductive rights are being lambasted, and organizations such as Promise Keepers dominate the American press with a battle-cry to reassert patriarchal norms and 'family values'.
Religious language in adverts and anorexia J Griffin and EM Berry et al American fundamentalism extends control to all areas of life, including food. Moves toward an archaic form of asceticism have accompanied much of the recent rise in fundamentalism. This particular form of asceticism or 'moral masochism' is a caricature of the Protestant ethic, stressing discipline, hard work and the denouncement of pleasure (Edelstein, 1989 ). We will give several examples of modern trends in fundamentalist culture pertaining to modern asceticism, illness and food.
Religious fundamentalist groups are a part of the day-today campus life of most American university students. For example, Campus Crusade for Christ has over 150 universities with full-time staff and does outreach to an additional 700 universities in the US. According to statistics on the CCC webpage, 35 920 students are involved in their movement. A recent fasting and prayer movement by Campus Crusade for Christ involves a worldwide call:
'Christians of multiple denominations to seek God's face in all humility through fasting and prayer. Based on the principle of II Chronicles 7:14, the vision is that as you and others participate in these disciplines, you will be personally renewed and enjoy greater intimacy with our Lord, your communities will be restored, and, ultimately, the Great Commission will be fulfilled!' '(www.fastingprayer.com)'
The 700 Club is one of the longest-running programs in broadcast history, reaching an average daily audience of more than 1 000 000 viewers. International editions of The 700 Club and other Christian Broadcasting Network television and radio programs air in more than 90 countries in 46 languages. In 1995 the Christian Broadcasting Network launched 'WorldReach' with a mission of converting 500 million people to Christianity by the year 2000.
The 700 Club has been instrumental in creating a media outlet for fundamentalists. 700 Club material emphasizes the 'need to prepare the world for the coming of Jesus Christ and the establishment of God's kingdom on earth'. Currently on the 700 Club website, Peter Horrobin, an Oxford graduate in chemistry discusses demonic possession and illness today:
'God intends you to use the gift of discerning of spirits. One must assess deeper healing needs, especially ones rooted in the emotions. Certain observable symptoms of possible demonization include: Addictions ('a hallmark of demonic activity'), Appetites out of balance (eating disorders), Behavior extremes, Bitterness and unforgiveness, Compulsive behavior patterns (compulsive handwashing), Deceitful personality and behavior, Depression, Hearing voices (far more common than most people realize), Heretical beliefs, Sexual aberrations, and Suicidal tendencies.' '(http://www.cbn.org/the700club/peterhorrobin.asp)'
There are many Christian diet books and diet programs that are promoted by fundamentalist presses and web sites. Themes of body control and avoiding temptation are recurrent. A search for diet books on the internet (search words: diet and religion) led to dozens of books advocating 'Biblebased weight loss'. Diet books encourage dieters to focus on God instead of food in order to 'keep the weight off' because 'excessive eating is selfishness, and selfishness is a sin'. The 'Weigh Down Diet' book and workshop compares the release from 'slavery of diets' to the exodus of the Israelites out of Egypt. The 'Weigh Down' workshop is a global phenomenon, involving 30 000 workshop locations in 70 countries. The mission of the workshop is to 'help people understand how God can change their hearts so that they can be delivered from the slavery of yielding to the world and its temptations' (www.wdworkshop.com).
Religious fundamentalism is an important socio-cultural tradition in modern America. The refusal of food as a form of religious asceticism has existed from Biblical days to the present. These various organizations offer women 'food for the spirit' and call for a renunciation of the body -reverberating much like the words of the holy anorexics of the medieval period.
Advertising, the cult of thinness, and anorexia nervosa
Advertising plays a crucial role in this culture of consumption and is both a reflection of culture and a participant in the creation of culture. It plays a role in subtly (and not so subtly) shaping consumer needs and channeling desire into products, fashion and lifestyles. Advertisements are one source of consumer cues and information regarding 'normative consumption' in modern society. In America, the cultural context of the consumer ethos provides the backdrop in front of which concepts of pathology and deviance develop. In order to link back to the role of culture in the manifestation of anorexia nervosa, we would like to look briefly at the trends in advertising regarding being a moral, female consumer of food in our society.
The most commonly researched (and implicated) cultural phenomenon is the thin body ideal that is imposed upon women in Western cultures, resulting in a 'cult of thinness'. While our society is getting fatter, societal pressures to be thin are increasing. Women in particular are inundated with messages in the media, glorifying the virtues of dieting and thinness. Eating disorders mostly occur among girls and women, and they have been linked to the intense pressure on women to diet in order to conform to today's ultra-slender role models for feminine beauty. Women are exposed to sophisticated advertisements that serve to convince the populace that product ¼ thin ¼ good. As weight and the feminine ideal diverge, mental dissonance regarding food has increased.
The average person sees 400 -600 advertisements a day, one in 11 of which has a direct message about beauty. This figure says nothing about the indirect, implied messages. While 'ruggedness', 'freedom' and work seem to be central themes in advertising that targets men, beauty and family can be said to be the defining characteristics of advertiseReligious language in adverts and anorexia J Griffin and EM Berry et al ments that target women. According to Garner et al (1997) , for several decades, the fashion, entertainment and publishing industries have bombarded women with role models for physical attractiveness who are so thin as to represent virtually no women in the actual population. (Fashion models weigh 23% less than the average US women.) This has led to trends in restrictive dieting and may increase the vulnerability of women to eating disorders. The social norms for attractiveness presented in women's magazines have woven the image of 'fitness' and 'health' into the slender shape ideal. However, the actual health benefits of many such articles and advertisements are debatable. One of the main difficulties in a critical analysis is that the media is filled with contradictions regarding women and food. Magazines are filled with articles about weight loss next to advertisements for fattening foods sold by rail-thin models, next to recipes, next to articles about eating disorders. The average American consumer (if there is such a thing) is hit by advice from nutritionists, food manufacturers, the media, alternative medicine sources and the internet, as well as advice from relatives, friends and colleagues who are themselves collecting information from a like variety of sources. Mass media has contributed to a sort of cultural schizophrenia for women in Western society. American women today are a bundle of contradictions because media imagery is filled with mixed, culturally charged messages about what women should do and not do, be and not be.
Religious and moralistic language in food advertising: an analysis
Much attention has been paid recently to the effects of the media (and particularly television) on the eating behaviors of Americans. Everyday advertising campaigns push unhealthy food products on an over-nourished society. Although television probably has a greater impact on Americans in terms of hours spent, magazines are also a critical media source in the US. Magazines are generally considered to be not mere entertainment, but a source of information.
Consumer information may come in the form of advertisements and articles. Through advertisements, manufacturers seek to influence their audience to buy their products. Food manufacturers attempt to convince potential consumers that the product has good taste, nutritional value or other desired characteristics that are dependent on current cultural norms regarding food (eg low-fat, zero calories, or artificially sweetened). Media has become highly sophisticated in order to capture the audience made up of generations jaded to traditional less-savvy forms of advertising. It is not easy to analyze explicit meanings in advertisements because there has been a shift away from product information and promises of satisfaction to nonverbal representations of 'lifestyle' in the form of images (eg typical Marlboro advertisements have very little text; Nike has only the 'swoosh' to let one know it is an advertisement; and Sprite has self-purportedly moved beyond image in its 'Image is nothing; thirst is everything; obey your thirst' campaign).
In this section we will examine several advertisements from publications that have large demographic coverage among women in the UK and America: Cosmopolitan (UK), and Ladies' Home Journal and Cosmopolitan (US). The analysis will attempt to interpret the messages enclosed in the text and images of the advertisements, and will illustrate how these messages play into existing cultural notions of good and bad, salvation and damnation, discipline and debauchery.
Cosmopolitan is the 'World's No. 1 Magazine for Young Women'. It combines fashion advice, beauty advice, articles along the lines of '10 Ways to Know your Man's Cheating on You' or 'Stalked at Work; the terrifying new revenge trend', and a plethora of advertisements. Cosmopolitan is trying to appeal to those with (or desiring) a cosmopolitan lifestyle. This magazine, dominant in the female reader's media-scape, promotes homogenous beauty ideals and confining female stereotypes under the guise of glamour and excitement.
Ladies' Home Journal targets the same but slightly older audiences who have transcended being mere pretty objects, in order to become mothers. It incorporates recipes and advice on child-rearing but maintains a focus on body issues in articles like 'Now Every Body Can Look Hot on the Beach'. Articles seem to address the modern 'superwoman' who is wife, mother, career woman and beauty queen. Both of these magazines appeal to women of diverse backgrounds and perpetuate common cultural norms and ideologies. In order to demonstrate ascetic ideals in modern culture, we have chosen food advertisements that we feel present moralistic (even religious) themes.
Wolf in sheep's clothing? (Fig. 1) In the first ad for Kraft Philadelphia Strawberry Cheesecake Snack Bars, we are presented with the product suspended angel-like above the clouds with the illuminated text: Sweet. Decadent. (Heaven works in mysterious ways.) The bar itself is in the position most often seen given to the Holy Spirit in Catholic and Protestant iconography. While we will not go as far as to interpret this advertisement as a divine command to eat cheesecake, the message that this product will offer bliss akin to heaven is explicit. The text asserts that sweet and decadent are somehow like one another in their fall from moral standards. Decadence implies that one has deteriorated morally, that one lacks discipline. However the following text 'heaven works in mysterious ways' provides consolation for the guilt of the moral decline, for who are we to understand the mysterious will of God. Essentially this advertisement blatantly recognizes the moral guilt that women feel when eating sweet foods (ie falling into immorality) and forgives them in advance.
The small print reiterates that this 'clever bar' will provide 'a little taste of heaven' next to the Philadelphia logo, which sports a halo. Here we are presented with the idea that this product is superior to others (ie perfect); it is an edible piece Religious language in adverts and anorexia J Griffin and EM Berry et al of heaven that comes conveniently packaged in a snack bar. The concept of convenience (a major theme in food advertising) is further seen in the statement 'In your grocer's refrigerated section'. It becomes clear from the sub-text of the advertisement that not only is this piece of heaven available, it is only a short drive away.
Pure Aryan, pure water? (Fig. 2) In the Evian advertisement the reader notices first a very WASPy woman; a white, blond-haired, blue-eyed, fairskinned (almost translucent) model wearing what appears to be a bright-pink lampshade (implying she gives off light?). The text states 'It's not what you put on. It's what you put in'. Toward the bottom of the page a small bottle of Evian is accompanied by the words 'Ultimate Purity'. This advertisement seems to combine many moralistic messages incorporated into the concept of purity. For one, goodness, freedom from sin, and cleanliness are associated with a particularly Germanic=Nordic look. We wish we could say this was an anomaly, but it is a theme in advertising and other cultural medium that reflect the dualistic religious beliefs white=good and black=evil. (The backdrop is entirely white.) Secondly, the advertisement implies that beauty is internal, that it comes from a place that is free of adultery, and is less material that 'what you put on'. Rather, it emphasizes what is inside as a way to be beautiful. Thus beauty becomes not only a time-consuming external concern but an internal one as well. Ironically, while the advertisement professes 'Real beauty is more than skin deep', the image provides a concrete example of the most typical 'skin deep beauty'. The word 'pure' has many subtle meanings that can be read into this text: unmixed, simple, absolute, faultless, blameless and virginal. Religious language in adverts and anorexia J Griffin and EM Berry et al Temptation in a cup (Fig. 3) In the next ad for Jell-O Cheesecake Snacks (also part of Kraft), the most striking part of the advertisement is a cheesecake suspended in air and bold text stating 'The most luscious part of the cheesecake in a perfect little snack'. The word 'luscious' is used to demonstrate that this is a decidedly corporeal pleasure, not one for the spirit. The first thing that the reader sees is the image of the cheesecake with a cup-sized serving cut directly out of the middle of a larger cake (no crusty edges for the lucky buyers of Jello Snacks!). The sub-text states 'Reach for a Jell-O Cheesecake Snack anytime, anywhere. They're the richest, creamiest part of the cheesecake, made with real Philadelphia Cream Cheese. So go ahead, give in to the temptation'. This, like the first advertisement, perpetuates the idea of convenience through the words 'snack', 'anytime' and 'anywhere'. The advertisement then persuades the reader like the little red devil sitting on your shoulder. 'Go ahead. Eat it. Give in'. The word temptation comes from the Latin 'to test' and is used to refer to an enticement or invitation to immoral behavior. The additional emphasis on bodily pleasures creates a decided call to reject the spiritual and embrace the corporal. (Compare the well-known saying of Oscar Wilde, who could resist 'anything except temptation'.) Yet, from these first two advertisements, it seems that the food industry is fighting against a deeply engrained feeling of guilt about food. This advertisement represents the fight of an industry against a moral internal struggle for control, the attempt to maintain self-discipline and a feeling of guilt.
Irresistible (Fig. 4) Wall's Ice Cream also plays off the theme of temptation in the Double Caramel Magnum advertisement. 'Irresistible Temptation' the text simply states; implying that resistance to this immoral object is futile, the pull is too strong. The text is exemplified with the illustration of bees going toward a Magnum bar, with unthinking animal (hence, instinctual; hence, natural) attraction 'like bees to honey'. This advertisement reiterates the lack of control and thus attempts the expiation of guilt. It is not out of moral weakness, the ad says, but truly because the reader cannot resist. However, women know better; too many other cultural messages teach us that we are always guilty when we are not disciplined.
Modern day holy anorexia?
Clinicians have noticed the ascetic aspects of adolescents since Anna Freud. Self-discipline=denial is an important adaptive resource to defend against hedonistic tendencies, but also to establish mastery over life. Mogul (1980) believes that anorexia may be an extreme form of asceticism in adolescents. In his essay on asceticism and anorexia, Mogul Religious language in adverts and anorexia J Griffin and EM Berry et al discussed a case study in which an anorexic patient identified with the Jewish Day of Atonement, Yom Kippur. According to Mogul, 'it became clear that it was not the moral issue of atonement for sin through fasting, but was the lofty spirituality of the day in which the materialism of every day life had no part' (Mogul, 1980) . In this context, it may be noted that the Babylonian Talmud gives two examples of extreme anorexia in men because of religious=moral motivations -perhaps even the very first accounts of holy anorexia. It is related in tractate Gittin (divorce) 56a that Rabbi Zadok of Jerusalem (first century BCE) fasted for 40 y in order that the city should not be destroyed. '[He became so thin] that when he ate anything, the food could be seen [as it passed through his throat]. When he wanted to restore himself they used to bring him a fig and he used to suck the juice and throw the rest away'. In tractate Kiddushin (marriage) the Talmud recounts that Rav Hiyya the son of Rav Ashi, a Babylonian scholar of the third century BCE, was afraid of his evil inclination and 'that righteous man fasted all his life until he died thereof' (p 81b).
In Hilde Bruch's Eating Disorders (Bruch, 1973) , she discusses 'atypical anorexia nervosa', which is markedly different than typical anorexia nervosa in that the patient is not relentlessly pursuing thinness; rather, these anorexics complain about being 'too thin'. In Bruch's patient sketches, one of her 'atypical' patients was preoccupied with mortal sins and 'had particular scruples about religion and sin'. For another atypical male anorexic, fasting was one ritual among many to 'atone for his sins' (Bruch, 1973) . Caroline Banks (1992) has likewise presented two case studies of modern American fundamentalist women, which outline the dualistic religious conceptions they attribute to the body, food and anorexia. One of the case studies presents a Lutheran woman who expressed dualistic thinking about the body and spirit to explain her 'fasting' and used the 'biblical' prose of 'Thine' and 'Thou' in her journals. The subject believed the soul to be heavy when the body was fat, creating a need to 'feast in the blessings' rather than on material nourishment. The second case study presents a Protestant fundamentalist women who, like the 'holy anorexics', claimed to live on faith and prayer (Banks, 1992) . Using fundamentalist language, she split her views into dualistic categories and lived according to 'rituals' created around this dualism (eg eating only in the dark hours because 'dark is Satan and light is good'). Banks explains, 'In her opinion, control over the physical body elevates the spirit: those true Christians who control their bodies especially well will get to heaven' (Banks, 1992) . Wilber and Colligan (1981) found in a study which compared 34 anorexics and two control groups of nonorganically ill, non-psychotic female psychiatric patients, that two MMPI items discriminated between the groups. The anorexics responded significantly more frequently in the affirmative to the items 'I read in the Bible several times each week', and 'I pray several times every day'. The authors did not speculate about these interesting findings in their discussion of the results. As there is currently limited information on the prevalence of eating disorders among religious subcultures as well as meanings attributed to anorexia by anorexics, it remains an open area of potentially important research.
Conclusion
Foucault stated that discipline in society produces 'subjected and practiced bodies, docile bodies ' (1979, p 138) . Although men and women are similarly disciplined by socio-cultural norms, we would argue that religion and the media have served as disciplinary forces particularly in the lives of women, and that women are both more 'practiced' and 'subjected' than men are. This increased level of subjugation may be due to cultural norms, which consider women unclean, sinful and dangerous. The female body can be seen as a cultural text of femininity and as an arena in which power struggles occur in contemporary (and historical) societies.
The fact that the explanatory model of anorexia fails to recognize sufficiently the 'culture-bound' aspects of the syndrome implies that potentially important cultural patterns become irrelevant to diagnosis and=or treatment. Currently, patients with anorexia nervosa frequently become chronic with multiple relapses and there is as yet no effective The images that the media promotes reflect our societies changing moral ideology; we have moved from the Church as the creator of a largely rural agrarian culture to advertising=mass media as the creator of a largely urban consumer culture. As cultural pre-occupations change, the meanings of anorexia nervosa likewise change. While the 'unrelenting pursuit of thinness' seems in part to have its origins in the culture's transitions toward a thin beauty ideal, this model may not be etiologically appropriate for all women in contemporary society. Banks (1992) argues that researchers should not assume homogeneity in the meaning or subjective expression of psychopathology among anorexics.
While our analysis used irony and sarcasm as devices to critique the advertisements of women's magazines, there are potentially serious implications. It has been demonstrated in studies that the media portrayal of thinness and dieting has impacted on the body image of young women. It is possible that likewise, media use of religious and=or moralistic themes that are charged with cultural meaning in food advertising and dieting articles may perpetuate a modern day 'holy anorexia'. In addition, the religious fundamentalist movement may create modern 'holy anorexics' through cultural mechanisms more similar to that of the medieval Holy Anorexics.
While we would not argue that the medieval Catholic saints starved themselves for the same reasons as adolescents today (in fact, we would say that anorexia nervosa did not exist in earlier periods), we would argue that there are historical, religious and cultural links between holy anorexics and contemporary anorexics that should be better defined. Bell (1985, p xii) asserts that it is time to re-evaluate the narrow interpersonal models for understanding and treating anorexia, to better understand their limitations and present-mindedness, and to be as concerned with etiology as therapy. The modern disregard of culture (and particularly, religion) in science may be hindering our understanding of anorexia. Banks (1992) states 'the anorectic consciously understands and gives meaning to her symptoms using culturally explicit and objective symbols, beliefs, and language'. Recognizing the values and meanings attributed to anorexia by the society at large, in subcultures (including medical professionals, therapists and anorexic subgroups), and in individual anorexics themselves, may bring us closer to understanding the cultural (and individual) etiology of anorexia nervosa. This understanding, in turn, has great implications for the negotiation of sickness and treatment between healers and patients. By an unrelenting focus on the unrelenting pursuit of thinness, we may be missing the point.
